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FOREIGN CURRENCY JUDGMENTS: NEED FOR A
PROPER LEGAL REGIME
Vikram Raghavan

*

INTRODUCTION
Foreign Exchange plays an important role in the economy of every nation. It
is the lifeblood of the global market place which determines the standing of various nations international trade and economics.l Illustrated it implies that if an
Indian wishes to purchase an American video camera, he must pay the American
seller in a manner that is truly remunerable. For the American to receive the benefit of the purchase of the Indian he must be paid in dollars, which is the currency
that is in vogue in his country. Similarly, if Americans wish to buy Indian shirts,
they must pay for in rupees. Now the two currencies in this example are not equal.
Depending upon its nation's economic strengths, a currency may vary in value; of
course this is as against another currency. However the fact remains that in order
to match one currency with another a mechanism called the foreign exchange rate
is in place.2 Thus determines the value of one country vis-a-vis another's currency. This in order to give effect to the transaction described above it is necessary that the intending Indian buyer secure American dollars to pay his supplier in
America. In order to do so he must 'buy' the dollar, in exchange for his rupees.
The rate at which one dollar can be bought with respect to rupees in the exchange
rate.3 This rate is also prove to fluctuations at4an extreme
scale due to the working
.
of the world's financial and money markets.
Judgments and arbitral awards are the result of litigation and dispute resolution. In the area of trade and commerce, invariably relief sought and granted from
judiciary and arbitrators is in the form of some form of monetary payment. With
international trade involving a number of currencies, it is but natural that disputes
relating to international trade, will include issues, relating to the currencies involved.5 When any relief or judgment is made in favour of a party it must be in
monetary terms, if damages or compensation is involved. Monetary expression

*

Fonner Student, National Law School of India University, Bangalore.

1

See, Beeker, "The Currency of Judgment", 25 Am J. Compo C. 182 (1977).

2

See, Gold "Symmetry as a Legal Objective of the International Monetary System", 12 N.Y.V,J.
Int'l L & Rd., 423 (1980).

& William

3

See, Paul A. Samuelson

4

See generally, K. Dam, The Rules of the Game, 175-210 (1982).

D. Nordhans, Economics, 708-15 (14th edn, 1992).

5

Eder, "Legal Theories of Money", 20 Cor. L.Q. 52 (1934).
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must be in some currency. Accordingly judgments and awards indicating relief do
so In some currency.
There can be no problem if the currency indicated in an order or award is the
same as that is in vogue in the nation. However due to the international nature of
dispute settlement, currency expressions may be alien to the place where the judgment or award is finally enforced.6 There can also arise the question whether judgments or awards expressing the sum payable in a currency foreign to the place of
enforcement are valid at all. Even assuming that they are, what would be the appropriate way that they are given effect to? How are they to be treated if they are
to be converted into the forum's currency? What rate will apply considering the
fluctuating nature of foreign exchange rates?
These and other issues are discussed in this paper with an emphasis on a
comparative position. There exists very little international regulation and it is a fit
area for extensive enquiry and research for which this paper's dimensions are
unstinted. The area of foreign currency judgments however, is of immense importance and must be viewed so by any commercial lawyer worth his name.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS
A judgment rendered at home or abroad in a foreign currency throws up
several problems. An important problem is the reference point for the rate of exchange. Somewhere along the way, a sum expressed in a foreign currency judgmene may require conversion into the home currency.8 What rate of exchange is
to be applied while doing so is a tedious issue. Further complications follow when
the money of amount differs from the money of payment9 it is necessary to ensure
that the rates of exchange do not cause injustice in a conversion from one 'money'
to another.
Illustratively shown; one can assume that an Indian seller and an American
buyer enter into a contract for the supply of some item, worth $100,000. The
American buyer breaches this contract and does not pay the sum. The Indian seller
is entitled to claim $ 100,000; but in expressing the same in Indian currency various options are possible.
6

EA. Man, Legal Aspects of Money, 325 (1982).

7

The expression foreign currency "judgment" is used including an arbitral award.

8

By home currency is meant the currency of the forum or the place where the prints of the
judgment are sought to be realised.

9

This distinction is stated with clarity in Woodhouse A.C v. Nigerian Produce Marketing, 1972
A.C. 741 (H.C.): "The money of amount is the currency in which an obligation is measured. It
tells the debtor how much he has to pay. The money of payment is the currency in which the
obligation is to be discharged. It tells the debtor by what income he is to pay".
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Assuming that the rupee depreciates gradually vis-a-vis the dollar then
Rate of Exchange

Sum that can be Claimed

Contract Date

1$ = 25 Rs.

$ 1,00,000 = 25,00,000 Rs.

Breach Date

1$ = 30 Rs.

$ 1,00,000 = 30,00,000 Rs.

Judgment Date

1$ = 33 Rs.

$ 1,00,000 = 33,30,000 Rs.

Payment Date

1$ = 35 Rs.

$ 1,00,000 = 35,00,000 Rs.

From the above diagram one can discern that the date on which the $ 1,00,000
sum is converted into Indian rupees is of crucial importance for the buyer, as he
may obtain either a far greater sum than he is entitled to if the earliest date; the
breach date is followed or he could perhaps obtain at the current rate, a sum truly
representative of the dollar claim. Either way the judgment would be in terms of
$100,000, but conversion to Indian currency would make all the difference.
Alternatively if the rupee were to appreciate against the dollar then
Rate of Exchange

Sum that can be claimed

Contract Date

1$ = 25 Rs.

$ 1,00,000 = 25,00,000

Breach Date

1$ = 20 Rs.

$ 1,00,000 = 20,00,000

Judgment Date

1$ = 18 Rs.

$ 1,00,000 = 18,00,000

Payment Date

1$ = 15 Rs.

$ 1,00,000 = 15,00,000

Here the Indian seller would favour conversion at the earliest date, the contract date since that would give him a great advantage.
To these dates two more possible dates may be added; the
i)

Date of suit or proceeding

ii)

Date of execution

STATUTORY POSITION IN INDIA
The law on foreign currency obligations in India is very scanty. It is contained in two judgments of the Supreme Court, which have attempted to lay down
some principles. There exist no direct statutory provisions on the point and it would
be appropriate to refer to the few sections in the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act
"lor gUl'dance. 10

10. Hereinafter F.E.R.A.
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The Code of Civil Procedure is silent on the point, but there are general
provisions dealing with enforcement of foreign judgment that perhaps could be
applied in a foreign currency judgment, provided it is a foreign one. The Code
provides that a foreign judgment shall be conclusive as to any matter directly
adjudicated upon between the same parties or between parties under whom they or
any of them claim litigating under the same title. I I However six exceptions are
provided against the general principle of enforcing a foreign judgment. 12 The possible bar in the case of a foreign currency judgment being enforced is that it will
result in a breach of Indian law. Hence it is essential to examine whether enforcing
a foreign judgment expressed in a foreign currency will mol ate the relevant Indian
law; the F.E.R.A.
F.E.R.A.
S. 2(g) of the F.E.R.A states 'Foreign currency means any currency other
than Indian Currency'. S. 9(1) of the F.E.R.A. prohibits payments and receipts by
persons without its sanction. However there exists no explicit ban on the passage
of a decree in foreign currency or the recognition of a foreign currency judgment
rendered abroad. This was taken note of by the Supreme Court in Forasol' s case
and accordingly discretion in sorting out the practice to be followed in cases of
foreign currency judgments was spelled out! 14
13

POSITION IN ENGLAND
Before adverting to Indian Case Law, it would be appropriate to visit briefly
the position in England in relation to foreign currency judgments, since Indian
courts have relied on it.
The law in England relating to foreign currency judgments has undergone a
change since 1960. In that year, a rule of three hundred and fifty years vintage,15

11 S.B, C.P.C.
12 i. A judgment not made by a competent court;
ii. A judgment not on merits
iii. A judgment against International or Indian law.
iv. A judgment opposed to natural justice.
v. A judgment founded on a breach of Indian law.
13

Forasol v. D.N.G.C., AIR 1984 SC 241; Hereinafter Forasol's Case

14 Ibid. at para 70.
15

So described by Lord Wilberforce in Miliangos v. George Frank (Textile) Ltd., [1975] 3 All ER
801.
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was affirmed16 that stated an English Court cannot give judgment for payment of
an amount in foreign currency and that for the purposes of litigation in England, a
debt expressed in a foreign currency must be converted into sterling with reference to the rate of exchange prevailing on the date when the debt was payable. 17
The modern foundations of this rule are discernible in Mamers v. Pearson &
Son,IS wherein it was held that courts of England had no jurisdiction to order payment of money except in the currency of England. This was called the home
currency rule. Besides this it was also held that the date of breach of the contract
was the appropriate time for determining the exchange rate for conversion.
Various possible reasons can be advanced for19 the prevalence and long adherence to the home currency and breach date rules.
1.

Administrative convenience - It was far less cumbersome to simply express
all monetary sums in the English currency.

2.

The Courts considered the chance of damages caused by currency fluctuations after the original date ofthe injury too remote to justify compensation.20

3.

It was similar to interpreting a foreign language. If in the process of examining or deciding a foreign dispute or in which foreign elements were present,
all alien language had to be translated into English, so too had a sum of
currency to be expressed in the English equivalent.21

4.

The relative strength of the English Pound.22

STATUTORY INTERVENTION AND CRIPPLING OF HAVANA
The pronouncement in the Havana Case, was different from earlier precedents that had struck to the breach date - home currency rule since the injured
16

Tomkinson v. First Pennsylvania Banking & Trust, [1960] 2 All ER 332. (better known as the
Havana Case).

17 This is probably 350 years old due to the pronouncements in Ward v. Kidswin ([ 1661] Lat. 77;
See also, Rand v. Peek, 79 Eng. Rep. 527 (1622).
18

[1898] 1 Ch. 581 (C.A.).

19 See, e.g., The Teh Hu, [1970] p. 106 (C.A.); Aruna Mills v. Dhanrajmal, (1968)Q.B.
Fernands v. Simon, [1920] 3 K.B. 409 (C.A.).
20

655; Di

See, H. McGregor, Damages 479 (13th edn. 1972).

21

S.S. Celia v. S.S. Volturns, 1921 A.C. 544 (H.L.).

22

For many years English currency was on a strong footing, a fact not unknown to the English
judiciary. In The Teh Hu, Supra n. 19, Lord Denning appended a dissent in which he indicated
that due to the changing nature of currency values, a rethink of the breach date - sterling rule
would be required. He lamented that not recognizing the reality of unstable currencies would
spown a lack of confidence in merchants with respect to the English legal system.
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party had actually benefitted from them in those cases.23However, in the Havana
Case, the pound lost its value and consequently the injured creditor had to be
content with receiving an inequitions sum.24 This was criticised as unjust.25
Interestingly enough after the decision in Havana, a series of statutory changes
were effected that allowed for conversion of the judgment sum on the date of
judgment instead ofthe breach date. They included conversion in cases involving
carriage of goods by air.26Besides in respect of carriage of goods by railroad27 and
rail,28 conversion could take place upon the date of payment. Thus Parliament
itself intervened to remove sanctity attached to this rule.
The judiciary, particularly the Queens Bench, also did not adopt the rigid
rule of Havana in relation to arbitral awards rendered abroad which were expressed
in foreign currency and in respect of which enforcement was sought in England.29
Even in respect of judgments, the breach rule was not being uniformly followed;
especially in the case of a foreign judgment. 30
The judgment in Jugoslavenska,31 especially the speech of Lord Denning,
MR paved the way for a serious need to reconsider Havana. He called for a relaxation of the home currency rule and suggested that commercial practice required
this. He seemed to indicate that the arbitral award could be validly expressed in a
foreign currency despite the arbitration being held in London and prescribed a
procedure for the conversion of the sum stated in the award.
Meanwhile in Beswick v. Beswice2 the House of Lords held that specific
performance can be ordered of a contract to make a money payment. This was

23

This was on account of the fact that the pound was constantly rising vis-a-vis other currencies
(see illustration No.2) and hence the party gained from the adoption of an earlier date.

24

The sum was considerably diminished since the pound had been devalued from around $4 to
approximately $ 2.80.

25

F. Mann, The Legal Aspect of Money 371 (1971).

26

Carriage by Air Act, 1961; 9 & 10 Eliz. 2, C. 27, Art. 22 (5) Sch.

&

27

Carriage of Goods by Roads Act, 1965, 13

28

International Convention and Additional Protocol Concerning the Carriage of Goods by Rail,
1961, Art. 31(2), Brit. T.S. No. 67 (1965).

14 Eliz. 2, ch. 37, Art. 27/2, Sch 1,

29

Jugoslavenska Oceanska Plovida v. Castle Investment Co., [1974] Q.B. 292 (C.A.). Here the
Court relied on S. 26 of the English Arbitration Act to enforce an award expressed in dollars
since the section stated that the award may be enforced in same manner as a judgment or order
to the effect.

30

East India Trading Co. v. Carmel Exporters and Importers Ltd., [1952] 2 Q.B. 439.

31

See Supra n. 31; [1973] 3 All ER498.

32

[1967] 2 All E.R. 1197.
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sufficient to allow for extending by analogy specific performance of a contract to
make a foreign money payment.

RECONSIDERATION OF HAVANA: THE SCHORSCH MEIER CASE
The controversy over the validity of the by now beleagered home currency
breach date rule was considered by the Court of Appeal in its decision in Schorsch
Meier G.M. S.H. v. Hennin.33 It involved a claim by a German Company against
an English firm for the price of goods in German deutschmarks in which currency
the contract had stipulated that payment of the price should be made. Lord Denning
MR stated that the time had come when the money of amount and money of payment is a foreign currency - the English Courts have the power to give judgment
in that foreign currency. He also cited the refusal on the part of the Courts to apply
the Havana Rul/4 to arbitrations and proceeded to modify his procedure which he
had prescribed for arbitration/5 to suit the enforcement of a foreign currency judgment.
The Court also viewed the case from the perspective of Art. 106, ofthe treaty
of Rome which was to ensure that the credi tor in one member state should receive
payment for his goods in his own currency, if it was the currency of the contract,
without any impediment or restriction by reason of changes in the rate of exchange.
THE MILIANGOS

CASE

The Milangos case,36which proved to be a watershed in the law relating to
foreign currency judgment, arose under interesting circumstances before the House
of Lords. It essentially concerned an action brought by a Swiss against an English
company claiming a certain sum of Swiss Franc due to him for the price of polyester yarn sold and delivered to the English company under a written contract. The
law in England that demanded adherence to the home currency - breach date rule
was probably known to the plaintiff, for he originally asked for satisfaction of his
claim in sterlings. However upon the judgment in Schorsch Meier's case being
rendered, the claim of the plaintiff was amended asking for the amount to be paid

33 [1975] 1 All ER 152. (C.A.).
34

See supra n. 16.

35

Supra n. 33.

36

Miliangos v. George Frank Textiles, [1975] 3 All ER 801 (H.L.) 1976 AC 443; See also,
Subhom, [1975] I All ER 1076 (C.A.)
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paid in Swiss francs' as an alternative prayer. The trial court refused to grant this
new prayer and decreed the amount in sterling.37
The Court of Appeal reversed the trial court's ruling and granted the claim in
terms of Swiss francs.38 The English company preferred on appeal to the House of
Lords.
In the House of Lords, five speeches were delivered that indicated the division of views that existed in this complex matter. The majority however abrogated
the longstanding home currency rule and recognised that an English Court was
entitled to grant judgment in terms of foreign currency but qualified this to a situation where the sum of payment as well as the money of amount was foreign and
the contract was governed by foreign law. It would be appropriate to briefly review the salient features of each law lord's speech.
Lord Cross of Chelsea: He argued that the home currency rule which was
supposed to have emanated conclusively in the Mamers Cas/9 was a pronouncement obiter. He favoured the situation of the date of judgment as the relevant date
for conversion of the foreign currency sum if the plaintiff required the sum decreed in his favour to be converted.40
Lord Edmund Davis who concurred with the leading speech of Lord
Wilberforce; indicated his preference for the breach date rule.41
Lord Fraser of Tulleybelton who also expressed his concurrence with Lord
Wilberforece backed the date of payment as the relevant date of conversion.
Lord Wilberforce delivered the main judgment. Four reasons can be discerned from his opinion that gave rise to dispensing with the home currency breach
date rule.
1.

The considerations in Havana, in about the sterling were no longer valid and
in the era of fluctuating rates of exchange awards in foreign currency were
justified.43

37

Bristow J. held that Schorsch Meiera's Case, was obiter with respect to non European Economic Community members and held it was per incuriam as it contradicted the decision of the
House of Lords in the Havana Case; (1975) Q.B. 487.

38

It did so negating the assumption of the lower court that Schorsch Meier's Case was per
incuriam; [1975] 1 All ER 1076 (C.A.).

39

Supra n. 18.

40

1976 AC 497-98.

41

1976 AC 498-501.

42

1976AC841.

43

1976 AC at 463.
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2.

Instability of exchange rates required appropriate legal formula in the interests of justice.44

3.

The practice in relation to arbitration in which it had become necessary to
recognize awards expressed in foreign currencies could not be different from
the practice of not recognising foreign currency judgments.45

4.

Judicial opinion was now in favour of recognising sums expressed in foreign
currency and that equity demanded SO.46

Thus a practice direction of the House of Lords 47 was invoked to depart from
the old rule, for a new and more satisfactory rule to emerge.
Lord Simon however dissented and would have dismissed the appeal.48
POST MILIANGOS ERA: BURIAL OF THE HOME CURRENCY RULE
The principles in Miliangos were extended to other situations like a claim
based on damages for tests and for breach of contract. In two connected appeals,
the House of Lords extended the Miliangos principle of allowing claims in foreign
currency beyond the mere action for a sum due to other claim.49
One appeal concerned a ship which was damaged in a collision with another
ship. The expenses of repair had been incurred in various currencies and the question arose as to whether damages were to be paid in the currency of expenditure or
that of the plaintiff, which being an American company meant payment in dollars.
The Court of Appeal's judgment that granted dollar sum was uphold by the House
of Lords. The rationale being that where a plaintiff proved that he conducted his
business in a specific currency and it was reasonably foreseeable that he would
use that currency to purchase the necessary currency to meet the immediate and
direct expenditure caused by the defendant's tort then judgment should be expressed in the plaintiff's currency. The other appeal, in which the above judgment
applied with equal force concerned the liability of owner of a ship for damage

44

1976 AC at 464.

45

Ibid. at 468.

46

Ibid. at 467.

47
48

[19661 W.L.R. 1234 (H.C).
1976 AC 815-32.

49

Owners of M. V. Eleftherotria v. the Owners of M. V. Despina R - The Despina R and Services
Europe Alttantique Sud (sear) of Paris v. Stockholms Rederiaktiebolay Svea of Stokholm, 1979
AC 685.
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suffered by the charters of the ship due to some defect. The liability which was not
contested per se. was disputed as regards the nature of the sum.
The Miliangos rule that the money of payment as well as the money of
amount be foreign and that the contrast be governed by foreign law was dispensed
with in later cases.50
The Despina cas/I went far in demonstrating the wisdom of moving away
from the sterling judgment and breach date rules. Miliangos and its progeny have
recognized that, while the mechanical sterling judgment and breach date rules
may have achieved just results when the sterling was a strong world currency, this
foundation for the rules disappeared with the advent of floating currencies, a development made possible through the judicial mind.52
A judge of the English Commercial Court53 pointed out to the great impart on
the commercial world that was achieved by the Miliangos case and its successors and it was so pathbreaking that it was probably next in significance to the
dictum in Donoghue v. Stevenson.54
INDIAN CASE LAW

Forasol's case
The controversy that raged in England between 1960 and 1976 relating to the
home currency rule did not reach Indian shares until the late 1970s. In 1974, a
retired judge of the Supreme Court acting as an umpire in an arbitration, awarded
certain amounts expressed in French francs to be paid by the respondent ONGC to
the claimant Forasol after having accepted the latter's contention that a higher rate
of exchange was required than was actually stipulated in the contract due to devaluation of the Indian rupee.55 The award was contested in execution proceedings
and it progressed from a single judge to the division bench of the Delhi High
Court. 56 Though the actual granting of sums in francs was not contested. The rate
of exchange applicable and the relevant date for determining it was the subject of
50

Barclays Bank Int'l Ltd. v. Levin Bros. (1976) 3 All ER 900 (Q.B.); The Martha Envoy [1977]
Q.B.342. B.P. Exploration Co. v. Hunt [1982] 1 All ER 925. The Court granted damages in US
dollars although the contract was governed by English law.

51

Supra n. 49.

52

Ronald A. Brand, "Restructuring the U.S. Approach to Judgments on Foreign Currency Liabilities: Building on the English Experiences" 11 Ya. I. Int'l .L. 139 (1985).

53

Kerr, "Modern Trend in Commercial Law", 41 Mod. L. Rev. 671 (1978).

54

(1932) AC 562.

55

See, decision in Forasol v. D.N.G.C., 48 Compo Cas. 508 (1978).

56

The umpire allowed the conversion rate of Francs 1.5178 = Re 1 instead of the agreed rate of
Francs 1.033 = ReI, owing to the devaluation.
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opposing submissions. It would be appropriate to confine the examination of this
case on the aspect of the relevant date for determining the rate of conversion.57
The matter reached the Supreme Coures and it embarked upon an enquiry as
to the relevant date. It would suffice to state that the Supreme Coure9 extensively
reviewed some of the English authorities discussed earlier to adopt the Miliangos
rule relating to the expression of sums in foreign currency. However upon the
actual date to be adopted for convesion of this sum if so required into the Indian
currency was the subject of detailed analysis.
The judgment in Forasollisted five possible dates for determining the rate of
exchange in relation to an amount payable in foreign currency.
1.

The date on which the amount become payable and due

2.

The date of commencement of the action.

3.

The date of the decree.

4.

The date when the court orders execution to issue and

5.

The date when the decretal amount is paid or realized.

A sixth date in respect of arbitral awards i.e. date of award was also chosen.
It stated that these were relevant if the foreign exchange authorities, with
whom the Court seemed to have left the discretion, do not permit payment of the
sum directly in foreign exchange. In this regard it stated that the permission of the
Foreign Exchange authorities was required and therefore no court could make an
absolute grant of a sum in foreign currency.60
The Court in embarking upon an examination of the five dates listed above
stated that the primary consideration should be that the plaintiff should be put in a
position in which he would have been had the defendant discharged his obligation
when he ought to have done, bearing in mind that the rate of exchange is not a
constant factor but fluctuate and very often violently fluctuates from time to time.61
The Court then proceeded to examine the relative merits of each date and its
observations are summarized under.
57

Alternatively Forasol had contended that in respect of the sums awarded to it in Indian rupees,
the exchange rate on the date of the decree I Franc = Rs 1.938 should have been applied to
convert the said sum into French francs.

58

Forasol v. O.N.G.C., AIR 1984 SC 241.

59

per D.P. Madan, J.

60

Supra n. 58 at para 40.

61

See. supra n. 58 at para 40.
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1.

Date of Amount being Due or Payable: This is known in English law as
the breach date that had prevailed for 350 years there and was sanctified by
the Havana Case. D.P. Madon, J. in Forasol had no hesitation in rejecting
this date since it would cause prejudice to the plaintiff, where the rate of
exchange has gone against him and the defendant would escape by paying a
lesser sum than what he was bound to pay and in the converse case, the
defendant would be subject to a greater burden.62

2.

Date of Institution/Commencement

of Action: The enormous time that

litigation involved in a progression of appeals, revisions and reviews seemed
to have disuaded the court from choosing this date since it would not repre..
63
sent the true pOSItIon.
3.

Date of Decree: The court examined the various difficulties with this date
such as the lack of finality due to various appeals provided. Moreso there
was the possibility of execution proceedings taking place of the judgment
debtor did not pay up which64 could lengthen connected proceeding for beyond the date of the decree.

4.

Date of Execution: In the Miliangos case a general consensus had emerged
on this date as being the most suited for ascertaining the rate of exchange.
However the Forasol judgment saw possible difficulties in implementing
this date in India owning to the complex process of execution of the decree,
particularly sale of property of the judgment debtor, the complete realization
of the sum owed by the judgment debtor etc. All this would also lengthen the
proceedings beyond the date of execution. Some difficulties with the CPC
.
d .65
were a I so enVIsage

5.

Date of Payment: Viewed both from the English perspective and the Indian
scenario, this date was apparently the most favourable since the plaintiff would
be in the same position in which he would have been had the defendant discharged his obligation.66 However there were other difficulties that were perhaps particular to the Indian Context.

These difficulties were in the area of Court Fees; pecuniary limit of jurisdiction of civil courts and execution. Court Fees presented a problem since the amount
62
63

Ibid. at i>ara 41.
Ibid. at para 42.

64

Supra n. 55 at para 43.

65

0.21 R. 11(2)(g); CPC provides that an execution application should state the decretal sum and
therefore it will not be appropriate for the execution court to convert the sum since the rules did
not provide for it; para 45, Ibid.

66

Supra n. 58 at para 47.
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had to be specified according to which a levy of fee was made. In an uncertain
sum contained in a foreign currency judgment, it would be difficult to ascertain the
exact amount to be paid as Court Fee.
Additionally since the jurisdiction of courts were graded on pecuniary lines,
it would be required to have knowledge as to the exact sum for the suit to be filed
in the appropriate court. This can be done only with Indian currency and accordingly difficulties will arise in a suit concerning a foreign currency judgment. Execution proceedings also require a statement of the precise sum involved in Indian
currency which may not be possible if the date of payment was made the reference
point for determining the exchange rate.
Faced with these difficulties the judgment in Forasol proceeded to choose
the date of judgment as the appropriate date for converting the sum expressed into
Indian rupees as this was the latter date and was beset with the least difficulties.67
The relation to an arbitration, the date when the award is expressed through a
decree would be the relevant time to calculate the sum in Indian rupees.68
The Court in Forasol also proceeded to 'set out practice' to be followed in
the future. This is found mentioned later in this project.69
Renusagar's case
The correctness of the decision in Forasol was assailed in Renusagar Power
Co. v. General Electrical.70 The subject matter was an arbitral award that had been
rendered in which the sum payable was expressed in foreign currency. It was
however first contended that the ruling in Forasol applied to only arbitral awards
governed by the Indian Arbitration Act, 1940 and not to Foreign Awards falling
within the realm of the Foreign Awards (Recognition and Enforcement) Act, 1961.
This contention was negatived stating that no such selective application of the
decision in Forasol could be made.71
The contention that the matter of conversion of foreign currency is a matter
of substance and is governed by the proper law of the contract was also rejected
citing various authorities in English Law and Private International Law.72

67

Supra n. 58 at para 53

68

Supra n. 58 at para 69.

69
70

Supra n. 58 at para 70; See pages 29-30, infra.
AIR 1994 SC 860.

71

Supra n. 70 at para 24.

72

Supra n. 70 at para 1225-130.
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The reconsideration of Forasol that was urged in favour of a date of payment rather than a date of judgment was not accepted by the Supreme Court, due
to the difficulties apparent in doing as pointed out in the Forasol judgment itself.73
POSITION IN USA
The United States adheres to the strict rule of home-currency breach date. It
has been a virtually unquestioned assumption that U.S. courts can render judgment only in U.S. currency supported by judgments74 and commentators.75 The
American judge, Justice Holmes in two opinions considered that in case judgments rendered abroad where expressed in a foreign currency then they must necessarily be converted into U.S. currency by follQwing the Date of Breach.76 However federal courts seem to also follow the practice that in case the obligation is
payable or the cause of action arose in foreign jurisdiction, the exchange rate existing on the date of judgment will apply.77
The US state courts sometimes follow the federal rule that alternates between
the Date of payment and depending upon the place of payment otherwise they
follow the Breach Rule uniformly regardless of the place of payment,78
However confronted with the fact that even the mighty dollar is subject to the
possibility of violent fluctuations, the law in America seems to be set to undergo a
change from the rigid position of home currency - breach date. The following
developments are indicators in this regard.
1.

Formulation of a new principle based on foreign currency claims in the Restatement on Foreign Relations Law.79

2.

Revision of S. 20 of the Currency Act of 1792 which mandated that court
proceedings are kept in conformity with regulations establishing the U.S.
dollar as the national currency.80

73

Ibid. at para 133.

74

Shaw, Savill, Albion & Co. v. The Fredricksburg, 189 F. 2nd. 952 (2nd Cir. 1957); See also,
lamaica Nutrition Holdings v. United States, 643 F. 2d. 376 (5th Cir. 1981).

75

Fraerkel, "Foreign Moneys in Domestic Courts", 35 Column. L. Rev. 360 (1935); Note, "The
Need to Retreat from Inflexible Conversion Rules", 22 Santa Clara L. Rev. 871 (1982).

76

Die Dutsche Bank v. Humpbreg 272 U.S. 517 (1926); Hicks v. Guiness, 269 U.S. 71 (1925).

77

The Hurona, 268 F. 911 (S.D.N.Y. 1920).

78

Ronald A. Brand, Supra n. 52 at 156.

79

S 823, Restatement (Revised) of Foreign Relations Law.

80

Pub. L. 97-258, 96 Stat. 877, 1067 (1982).
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3.

U.S. ratification of United Nations Convention on the Recognition and enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards which gives the federal courts power
over the determination of a foreign currency claim.8l

4.

Equitable considerations in enforcing foreignjudgments.82

5.

Consent judgments in Foreign Currency have been pronounced.83
In the the U.S.A., though most ofthe states follow the breach date rule, in the

State of New York, however there has been a departure, where in some cases Date
of Judgment rule has been applied. The provisions of S.27 of the Judiciary Law of
the State of New York have now been amended in 1987.84As a result of this
amendment instead of the breach date rule which was prevailing earlier, the judgment date rule has been introduced. There have been indications that this was
introduced at the request of the New York State Bar Association.85
The trend in America thus seems to be changing in favour of a judgment date
rule and for recognition of judgments and awards rendered in foreign currency.
LA W IN CANADA
Canada was until the Miliangos ruling adhering to the home currency breach
date rule. In fact a statutory requirement is present that judgments be rendered
only in Canadian currency.86However the Courts have now been influenced by the
developments across the Atlantic and have considered themselves free to adopt
the date which avoids an injustice and is in step with commercial needs.8?
In most cases, however Canadian Courts have held that judgments rendered

in Canada through possibly expressed in foreign currency must be converted by
following the breach date rule.88The Date of payment which may be favourable

81

Implemented in the US through the passage of United States Arbitration Act, title II, 9 U.S.C.
SS 201-08 (1982). Practise of Courts upon the ratification of the Convention clearly demonstrates that awards rendered in a foreign currency are valid.

82

Ronald Brandt, supra n. 52 at 166.

83

Baumlin & Ernt Ltd. v. Gemini Ltd., 637 F.2nd. 238 (4th Cir. 1980).

84

John S. Metcalf Co. v. Maya, (1925) 221 N.Y. Supp. 53.

85

Renusagar Power Co. Ltd. v. General Electric Co., AIR 1994 SC 860 at para 116.

86

Currency and Exchange Act, 1970. Can. Rev. Stat., Ch. 39 SS 11 (1970); See also, The Custodian
v. Bhuchera, 1927 SCR 420 at 427.

87

Batavia Times Publishing Co. v. Davis, 88 D.L. R. 3rd 144 (Ont. H.C. of Justice 1978).

88

Gatinean Power Co. v. Crown Life In. Co., 4 D.L.R. 1 (1978).
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has been considered and not applied
owing to the statutory prohibition in the Cur89
rency and Exchange Act, 1970.
The position in Canada is likely to undergo a change since the Law Commission of British Columbia has recommended adoption of the payment date. In Ontario legislation providing for a payment date conversion rate has been enacted.90

FOREIGN CURRENCY JUDGMENTS IN EUROPE
The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe decided in 1965 to set
up a Committee of Experts on Foreign Money Liabilities. It was instructed to
study the draft convention on the payment of Foreign Money Liabilities prepared
by the Committee on Monetary Law of the International Law Association. The
Committee accordingly came out with another draft. The draft convention was
deliberated upon and finally emerged as the European convention on Foreign Money
Liabilities which was prepared within the framework of the Council of Europe by
the expert committee. The convention was opened for signature by member states
of the Council of Europe on 11th December 1965.91
The actual rules for the conversion of foreign currency judgments are found
appended in an annex. In relation to these judgments 3 propositions can be laid
down as reflected in the rules.
1.

A debtor is entitled to demand payment in the currency to which he is entitled or the equivalent in the currency of the forum 92at the rate of exchange at.
date of payment. These apply to any proceedings.

2.

If the currency in which the sum of money is due depreciates in relation to
the currency of the place of payment between the Date of Maturity and Date
of Payment, the creditor shall pay an additional sum equivalent to the difference between the rate of exchange on the Date of Maturity and Date of Payment.93

3.

The above principles apply equally to judgments and that the date of judgment and date of payment can both be the reference points for conversion
depending upon the currency fluctuation.94

89

Supra n. 86 at 153-154.

90

Ontario Courts of Justice Act, Ont. Stat, Ch. 11, 131 (1984).

91

Explanatory Report on the European Convention on Foreign Monetary Liabilities (European
Commission 1968).

92 Art 4, ibid. at p. 17.
93

Art 5, ibid. at p. 18.

94

Art 6, ibid.
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IN INDIA

Justice Madon in his endeavour to authoritatively lay down the law relating to
judgments in foreign currency formulated a sort of a scheme to be followed in
respect offoreign currency judgments and arbitral awards. It is described below.95
1.

A plaintiff who seeks the help of a court to recover a sum due to him expressed in foreign currency has two options.
1.1 He can either claim the amount due to him in Indian currency or
1.2 He can claim in the foreign currency in which it was payable.

2.

In the first case, the rate of conversion can be either the Breach Date or the
Date of Institution of the Suit and accordingly a plaint must be filed that has
the sums expressed in Indian currency.

3.

In the second case, the prayer for the amount in foreign currency must be
made subject to the obtaining of permission from the F.E.R.A. authorities.

4.

The defendant is given a choice in refusing to pay in foreign currency.

5.

In any of the above cases the plaintiff should value his claim by reference to
the rate of exchange at the time of filing the suit.

6.

An undertaking is to be given to the effect that the plaintiff would make good
the deficiency in court fee if the amount decreed is later found to be more
than the amount provisionally mentioned in the plaint due to fluctuations in
the exchange rate.

7.

The plaintiff should furnish proof of the prevailing rate of exchange on the
date of the judgment or nearest to it. This can be deferred until conclusively
proved despite the judgment having been rendered on all other issues.

8.

The decree should be made subject to granting of permission of F.E.R.A.
authorities.

9.

The same procedure for determining the prevailing rate of exchange must be
followed by the appellate courts who must in relation to any changed rate of
exchange, modify the lower court's decree.

10. Execution can issue only for the rupee equivalent specified in the decree or
final order.

95

See supra n. 58 at para 70.
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In relation to arbitrations
1.

The same principles stated above apply to arbitrations.

2.

The rate of exchange can be either at the date of award or when it is made a
rule of court.

3.

The non-specification of the exchange rate in the award cannot render it bad
in law. The award can either be remitted to the arbitrators or the lowest can
itself fix the rate of exchange.

PROPOSED CHANGES
It would be pertinent to suggest incorporation of the judgment of the Supreme Court on foreign currency into the reievent statutes. For this purpose a
whole series of amendments to various acts are required which are proposed as
under.
However before embarking upon this drafting exercise, it is suggested that
the Forasol judgment be modified to make the Date of Payment the reference
point for the determination of the exchan.ge rate. Though this date was looked
upon with favour initially with favour by the Forasol judgment. Difficulties of
Court Fee, Institution of suit in competent court and execution. It is submitted that
appropriate amendments can overcome these difficulties and this can lead to the
adoption ofthe Date of Payment instead of the Date of Judgment. In fact this will
be similar to the European Convention discussed earliest and will certainly be
more equitable to the plaintiff.

AMENDMENTS TO THE F.E.R.A.
It would be inappropriate to subject a decision of the court of law to permission by the F.E.R.A. authorities. Hence, it is submitted that they may be heard
before a decree is passed and once it is
unless it is disturbed appellate
proceedings, it should be capable of binding FERA authorities. Accordingly an
amendment to S. 9 of the FERA is drafted as follows.
S. 9

Restrictions on Payments

(2)

Nothing in sub section (1) shall render unlawful

(2a) Nothing in this section shall restrict the making of a payment in foreign currency in pursuance of a decree, order of a competent civil court in a matter
in which the claim, award or judgment in terms of foreign currency. Provided that
the competent court may give an opportunity to the Reserve Bank ofIndia to make
its submissions on the question of the payment in foreign currency before making
such decree or order.
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AMENDMENTS TO C.P.C.
It would be appropriate to effect wide ranging amendments to the CPe.
However it would be convenient if all these amendments were set out in a new
order that can be introduced. However some general amendments are also required.
S.lS. Courts in which suits to be instituted.
(1) Every suit shall be inserted in the Court of the lowest grade competent to
try it.
(2) The competence of a civil court in relation to a sum expressed in foreign
currency shall be determined by reference to the rate of exchange prevalent at the
time of institution of the suit.
Alternatively (2) can be introduced in the State Civil Courts Acts.

New Section
92A. A suit involving a claim for a sum expressed in a foreign currency shall
be proceeded with according to the provisions of Order LII.

New Orders
O. LII Procedure in Respect of Suits Involving Foreign Currency
1.

The plaintiff shall state in the plaint, the exact sum that he seeks to recover
expressed in foreign currency.

2.

The Court competent jurisdiction is to be determined upon the specification in
the plaint of the approximate rate of exchange prevalent at the time of the
institution of the suit.

3.

The plaintiff shall pay court fee according to the sum expressed in Indian
currency, after determining the rate of exchange at the time of institution of
the suit. An undertaking is to be made that he will pay the remainder if on any
account of increase in the sum of Indian currency due to currency fluctuations as on the date of payment.

4.

The defendant against whom the claim of foreign exchange has been made
out cannot save some valid ground in law, contend in his written statement
that he refuses to pay the sum due in foreign exchange.

5.

The plaintiff shall prove the rate of exchange as prevalent on the date of
institution of the suit.

6.

Before granting a decree in foreign currency the court shall give an opportunity to the Reserve Bank of India to make submissions in this regard.
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The provisions of rules 1-6 of this order shall apply mutatis mutandis to
appellate proceedings.

O. LIII - Procedure in Respect of Execution of Foreign Currency Judgments
1.

Notwithstanding anything contained in R 11(2) ofO. XXI, the application for
execution of a judgment expressed in foreign currency may state the said
sum along with the relevant rate of exchange prevalent on the date of the
application.

2.

The Executing court may recover from the plaintiff such sums due from him
relating to court fee in respect of which he has given an undertaking under
R3 ofO. LII.

3.

All other provisions relating to execution contained in O.XXI shall apply
mutatis mutandis.

Amendments to the Arbitration Act, 1940
14. Award to be signed and filed
(4)

An Award containing a sum expressed in foreign currency shall also carry
along with it the rate of exchange prevalent at the time of making the award.
Provided the absence of the rate of exchange shall not invalidate the award.

CONCLUSION
Foreign Currency judgments are a recent innovation, no doubt but are likely
to be a tremendous boon to the commercial world. In the era of enhanced global
trade made possible through breaking down of barriers of all kinds, it would be
improper for the law to adhere to rigid and wooden rules like currency and breach
date rules.
The English Courts from where whole host of rules conducive to trade and
commerce emanated which provided the basis for its emerging as a trading and
commercial giant for the good part of the last two hundred years, showed the lead
in regard to foreign currency judgments. The decision in Miliangos may be truly
described as revolutionary.96As with many revolutions its effect could not be confined
to one country, and the Miliangos case was the catalyst for change of the home
currency - breach date rule in many other jurisdictions.97
96 lH.C. Morris, "English Judgments in Foreign Currency: A Procedural Revolution", 41 L &
Cont. Prob. 44 (1971).
97

G. Maher, "Foreign Currency Judgments, The Scottish Experience", 44 Int'l & Compo L.Q. 72
(1995); See also, Dicey and Morris, The Conflict of Laws, 1583-90 (l2'h edn. 1992).
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It is necessary however to ensure that a uniform legal standard in this regard
is worked out. While on the regional European level, a Convention does exist, it is
surprising how this topic has not found mention in the work of UNCITRAL, the
UN body that recommends legal standards in the realm of Private International
Law.
In India, it is necessary that the practice to be followed as painstakingly set
out by Justice Madon in his scholarly judgment in Forasol is suitably incorporated into the substantive and procedural laws which are related to the area of
foreign currency judgment. Apart from enriching the corpus of Indian commercial
laws, it will serve as an impetus for foreigners to actually choose India as a venue
for dispute resolution for which it present there is little incentive.98 However at
least Indian judges and arbitrators have to take note of this and start rendering
judgments whenever necessary in terms of foreign currency.99

98

See, Judgment of Ani! Dev Singh J. in GAIL v. S.P.I.E. CAPAG, AIR 1994 Del. 75 where the
learned judge calls for amendments to make India a potential centre for arbitration.

99

S.K. Rai, "Monetary Obligation in Foreign Currency and the Judicial Process", I.B.R. 399 at
412 (1978).

